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From: Roy Mathew
To: Andrea Lee
Date: Mon, Jun 28, 2004 4:07 PM
Subject: Re: EDO Daily Note?- revised

Andrea,

The meeting notice didn't say much.

This is what I have so far.

"On July 1, 2004, NRR staff will conduct a Category 2 meeting with Westinghouse Owners' Group,
Westinghouse Electric Company, and Caldon to inform the public of the staffs planned generic
correspondence??? (what does this mean?) regarding the use of ultrasonic flow meter devices for what?

Can you put here a little bit of the background regarding what the issue is, why are we doing this, the
proposed resolution (include summary of the final document), and what is the WOG concern?

Check with DE staff who is working on this. I need to put this item in tomorrows EDO Daily note. The
input should not be more than a paragraph. I need the final version by tomorrow noon. I would like DE
section chief or branch chief to review the input.

Thanks,
Roy

>>> Andrea Lee 06/28/04 02:05PM >>>
Hello All,

I just spoke to Mr. Mathew, and I have attached the meeting notice for Thursday's meeting with
Westinghouse to discuss the use of ultrasonic flow, meter devices.

Additional Information: By letter dated April 16, 2004, the NRC sent a draft copy of the report of the NRC
Ultrasonic Flow Meter (UFM) Allegation Task Group regarding Westinghouse/Advanced Measurement
and Analysis Group (AMAG) UFM devices. The purpose was to have Westinghouse review the report for
technical accuracy and proprietary information. Westinghouse responded by letter dated June 18, 2004,
and the response is yellow ticket number: 020040131 (NRR received June 21, 2004).

The final NRC report was sent by letter dated June 22, 2004 and differed considerably from the draft since
the NRC decided to issue separate reports for each UFM evaluated.

Note: Westinghouse is not happy with the final report, and does not want it to go public. I am sure they
will discuss at least part of their objections at Thursday's meeting.

Andrea Lee
x2735

>>> Timothy Frye 06/28/04 01:09PM >>>
I'll check with the allegation team on Caldon

>>> Robert Elliott 06/28/04 01:08PM >>>
It's my understanding that the meeting is in the I&C area. DSSA is not involved. Joe Donoghue is on
leave at the moment. Andrea Lee is backing him up.
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>>> Roy Mathew 06/28/04 01:00PM >>>
Is there any input? Today's meeting, Borchardt mentioned about Caldon?westinghouse? meeting that
should be put in the EDO daily note. Is that a significant meeting that commission or lot of stakeholders
interested, press coverage etc.?


